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1• Introduction

Over the past three hundred and fifty years, American

and British colleges and universities have been created and

have operated in the context of policies set forth by their

respective central governments, policies which have had

decisive effects on the way these institutions have

developed. In this essay we will explore some of the

policies which shaped the diverging character of the two

systems, looking for ways in which those governmental

policies have interacted with other non-governmental forces

to give the systems and their component institutions the

sharply contrasting characteristics that have long

distinguished them.

In a short essay it is only possible to open some

questions and point in the direction in which answers might

be found. Our approach depends heavily upon a close

comparison of British and American experience at roughly the

same time in the history of the two societies and their

institutions of higher education. We will be looking at

several key development in the early history of the two

countries in order to illustrate their different responses

to roughly similar problems in the relations of State and

college or university. Finally, we will reflect on whether

these developments reveal any underlying patterns in the

State—institution relations which are reflected in the basic



characteristics of the national higher education systems in

the two countries.

2. The Colonial Experience in America

Despite all the changes and transformations of State,

society and economy in modern times, the American higher

education system has its roots in the colonial period, when

it developed characteristics distinguishable from all other

systems of higher education in the world, notably: its

governance patterns, marked by a strong president and lay

governing board; its extraordinary diversity of forms and

functions; and its marked responsiveness to forces in

society as well as in State and church. In one other respect

the colonial colleges are familiar to us, and that is in the

importance attached to them by the societies and governments

of the colonies. At a time when most or many European

universities were not really central to the vitality of

their societies, or were more or less preoccupied with the

preparation of theologians and divines serving an

established church, or with defining the virtues and

polishing the accomplishments of a ruling elite,

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century colonial colleges in

America, especially those in New England, were regarded by

their founders and supporters as forces for survival in a

hostile environment. They were perceived as crucial, indeed

indispensable instruments for staving off the threat of



reversion to barbarism, the threatened decline into the

savagery of the surrounding forest and Indian.^ The colleges

also played a familiar role for these early Calvinists of

maintaining a learned ministry and a literate laity.

Moreover, in the young colonies as on the later frontier,

civilization and its institutions could never be assumed to

be inherited. They had always to be created and re-created;

and for this purpose, learning and learned persons and the

institutions that engendered them were needed.

The colonial colleges were founded as public bodies.

They were established and then chartered by a public

authority and were supported in part by public funds, in

part by private gifts and endowments, in part by student

fees. The mixing of public and private support, functions

and authority has persisted as a central characteristic of

American higher education to this day, blurring the

distinction between public and private colleges and

universities. Americans have tended to regard all their

higher education institutions as having a public dimension,

and they have also allowed for a private dimension in their

public institutions. As Jurgen Herbst argues, one cannot see

the colonial colleges as either "public" or "private"

institutions but as "provincial," stressing their function

of service to their sponsoring and chartering colony, rather

than to their source of support or authority.^ While the

distinction between "public" and "private" emerged with a

certain clarity in the nineteenth century, and especially



after the Civil War, it is still more appropriate to see the

.broad spectrum of American colleges and universities as

lying along a continuum from fully public to nearly purely

private. Every "private" institution in the United States is

today in receipt of public support, both through the

favorable tax treatment for gifts and endowments made to

higher education, as well as through publicly-provided

student aid. Conversely, public colleges and universities

raise private funds from student fees, gifts and endowments,

business and industry; and their lay governing boards give a

degree of autonomy to their institutions similar to that of

the private institutions.

The geography of the Eastern Seaboard, and the

accidents of settlement, created a series of distinct and

largely self-governing colonies, each tied to metropolitan

London through a charter and governor, yet separate from one

another in character, social structure, and forms of

governance. That, in turn, meant that when colonial

colleges were established, they differed from one another in

their origins, links to colonial government and

denominational ties*^ There was no central government on

the American continent with broad jurisdiction over them

all, and thus no governmental body that would accept

responsibility for ordering and governing an emerging class

of institutions in similar ways, in response to a common law

or governmental policy. Indeed, even after a Federal

government emerged, it explicitly renounced its authority



over education, including higher education, delegating that

power to the constituent states. That self-denying ordinance

was reinforced during the early years of the Republic when

an attempt to create a national university in the capital

was defeated, thus preventing what might well have

introduced formal and informal constraints on the

promiscuous creation of new colleges and universities after

the Revolution.^ So the colonies had the experience, before

the Revolution, of a multiplicity of colleges or "university

colleges," similar in certain respects but differing in

others. They had also the experience of having created

these institutions of higher education at the initiative or

with the encouragement of public authorities and powerful

private constituencies. This stands in marked contrast to

the conspicuous lack of such encouragement, and indeed the

stubborn resistance, or deeply divided responses, by

political and ecclesiastical authorities in England to the

creation of new institutions of higher education, especially

and particularly those originating outside the

Establishment, in the decades before about 1830. The many

dissenting academies created in the second half of the

eighteenth century never had the encouragement of central or

local government, and their failure to be fully acknowledged

or gain a charter and the right to grant degrees were among

the factors leading them to short lives and a dead end. It

does not appear that this early and at one time promising

precedent and experience in college building was of real use



or inspiration to those who created the new English colleges

and universities that -arose first in London and Durham and

then in the provincial towns and cities of Victorian

England. One might therefore say that for Americans the

colonial experience was a training in the arts of

establishing institutions of higher education. And the

skills and attitudes necessary for the creation of new

colleges that were gained in the colonial period, along with

the models of governance provided by the older institutions,

led directly to the proliferation of colleges and

universities after the Revolution: 16 more between 1776 and

1800^, and literally hundreds over the next half century.

The eight colonial colleges differed widely among

themselves. In a sense, these early and most prestigious

American colleges, the nurseries of so many of the

Revolutionary leaders, legitimated diversity. But

similarities also existed. The colonial colleges had to be

created in the absence of a body of learned men. In the new

world no guild of scholars existed, no body of learned men

who could take the government of a college into its own

hands. The very survival of the new institutions in the

absence of buildings, an assured income, or a guild of

scholars required a higher and more continuing level of

governmental interest and involvement for institutions that

had become too important for the colonies to be allowed to

wither or die. Moreover, a concern for doctrinal orthodoxy,

especially in the seventeenth century, provided further



grounds for public authorities to create governance

machinery in which its own representatives were visible, or

held a final veto and continuing "visitorial" and

supervisory powers (an inheritance from Britain, where

bishops frequently performed the function of safeguarding

the wishes of founders and benefactors). The medieval idea

of a university as an autonomous corporation composed of

masters and scholars was certainly present in the minds of

the founders of colonial colleges, but the actual

circumstances of colonial life forced a drastic modification

in the application of this inheritance. At Harvard, for

example, the charter of 1650

exemplified a carefully wrought compromise between a
medieval tradition of corporate autonomy and a modern
concern for territorial authorities over all matters of
state and religion. The former was preserved, even
though weakly, in the Corporation; the latter was
institutionalized in the Board of Overseers.

Other colonies as well, for reasons similar to those of

Massachusetts, carefully circumscribed the powers of the

corporate universities, each making sure that its governors

and legislatures retained ultimate power over the college

through the composition of its external Board or through the

reserve powers of the colonial government as 'visitor.' Even

in Connecticut, where Yale's trustees were all

Congregational ministers, the charter that incorporated the

trustees as the President and Fellows of Yale College

preserved to the colonial Court the right "'as often as

required' to inspect the college's laws, rules and



ordinances, and to repeal or disallow them 'when they shall

think proper.'""^ The charter, Herbst notes, "thus upheld the

ultimate authority of the Court over the college, but also

guaranteed the school's autonomy within specific limits."®

Indeed, only Harvard and William and Mary, in

Massachusetts and Viriginia, the only two seventeenth-

century foundations, were established with a two-board

government, one representing the institution or corporation,

the other the external trustees. And in both of these "the

governmental practice... soon lost its distinctiveness and

came to resemble that of the one-board colleges. American

colleges were to be ruled by powerful and respected

citizens, who would govern them for their own and their

children's benefit."^ Ironically, the nearest American

colleges and universities ever came to recreating the first,

or corporate board, was when they finally were able to

gather together a guild of learned men who could command

respect and gain a measure of professional authority. It

was not until after the turn of the twentieth century that

academic senates became significant parts of the governance

machinery of American colleges and universities, and then

only in the most prestigious institutions employing scholars

who were able to use the academic marketplace to compel

respect and attention from presidents and boards concerned

with the status and distinction of their institutions. The

relative weakness of the academic profession in the United

States, as compared with its strength in the United Kingdom,
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especially in Oxbridge, has had large consequences for the

diverging development of the two systems.^®

With the exception of New Jersey which, because of

religious diversity occurring at the end of the colonial

period, chartered two colleges, each colony granted a

monopoly position to its college. In this respect, each

colony behaved towards its college as England behaved

towards Oxford and Cambridge and Scotland towards its

universities, granting their colleges the power to award

degrees within their respective "province." American

colonial governments were attempting to prevent or inhibit

the appearance of rival and competitive institutions, in

much the same way that the government in England had

prevented the dissenting academies from widening the

educational market in the eighteenth century. Consequently

(and other factors were doubtless involved) the dissenting

academies never emerged as serious competitive degree-

granting institutions and were destined to failure and (with

the special exception of the institution that became

Manchester College, Oxford) to eventual extinction.But

their existence — and relevance — was noted in the colonies

and reference was made to them as better models than the

ancient universities during a dispute at Yale in the 1750s

over sectarian issues.As models they were even more

relevant to the proliferation of American colleges on the

frontier between the Revolution and the Civil War, with the

significant difference that the American colleges were
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encouraged and sometimes even modestly supported by public

authorities.

Charters expressly reserved for colonial governments a

continuing role in the governance of colleges, placing

colonial officers directly on boards of trustees, or

assigning to the Courts and legislatures the power of

review. For example, the 1766 charter of Queen's College

(later to become Rutgers) included among its lay trustees

the governor, council president, chief justice and attorney

general of the province of New Jersey.By its charter of

1748, the College of New Jersey (later Princeton) placed the

governor of the colony on the board as its presiding

officer.And in the turbulent sectarian climate of

eighteenth-century America, those reserve powers were in

fact employed from time to time.

All the colonial colleges were provided with public

funds of various kinds, though in varying amounts and degree

of consistency. Some received a flat sum or subsidy to make

up an annual shortfall in operating expenses or salaries,

others assistance in the construction and maintenance of

buildings. The Assembly of Virginia provided the College of

William and Mary with a percentage of the duties collected

on furs, skins and imported liquor.These subventions

reflected an organic connection between the colony and "its"

college, and the colonies were not reluctant to use the

power of the purse as a constraint on colleges when they

were supposed to have carried their autonomy too far. The
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Connecticut legislature in 1755 refused its annual grant of

LlOO to Yale because of a sectarian dispute with the

College's president.

The power of colonial governments over their colleges,

then, derived from three fundamental sources: the power to

give or withhold a charter; the continuing powers reserved

for government within the charter; and the power of the

public purse. Or as Bernard Bailyn has stated the

situation, "The autonomy that comes from an independent,

reliable, self-perpetuating income was everywhere lacking.

The economic basis of self-direction in education failed to

develop.

3. The American Revolution

Before 1776 the colonies displayed a stronger or at

least as strong a connection between State and college as

was apparent in the mother country, but the relationship

changed drastically after the Declaration of Independence.

In a formal sense, the Revolution transformed colonial

governments into state governments and superimposed a

national confederacy and then a Federal government on top of

them. However, at the same time the Revolution weakened all

agencies of government, by stressing the roots of the new

nation in popular sovereignty, the subordination of the

government to "the people," and the primacy of individual

and group freedom and initiative. "The individual replaced

the state as the unit of politics," writes one historian,

and the Constitution and Bill of Rights confirmed this
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Copernican revolution in authority." And "unlike the 18th-

century venture in building a society from the top down,"

American society after the Revolution "originated in a

multitude of everyday needs that responded to the long lines

of settlement and enterprise, not the imperatives of

union.

But at least as important as the new conception of the

relation of the citizen to State that emerged from

independence was the opening of the frontier beyond the

Alleghenies, which gave many Americans a chance to walk away

from the settled and "European" states that succeeded the

old colonies, requiring them to create, indeed invent, new

forms of self-government on the frontier.Among the

institutions of the frontier were new colleges, resembling

the colonial colleges in some ways but differing in others

and linking the recently-opened territories to the original

culture of the Atlantic. In the 25 years after the

Declaration of Independence, 16 colleges were established

(and have survived), thus tripling the total number in

existence.Of these, no less than 14 were created on the

frontier. After 1800 the floodgates of education opened, and

hundreds of institutions were established in both old states

and new territories. Most of them were small and

malnourished, and many collapsed within a few years of their

founding. The reason for this explosion of educational

activity was a change in the three conditions that had

hitherto characterized government-college relations in the
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colonial period, the three conditions of restrictive

chartering, direct interest by government in the

administration of colleges, and public support of higher

education.

The new states, both those which succeeded the old

colonies and those carved out of the new lands to the West,

did not give a monopoly to any single state college or

university, relecting the quite different relationship of

State and societal institutions that emerged from the

Revolution. The states granted charters much more readily

than had colonies before the Revolution, and on decidedly

different terms. Herbst tells of efforts in 1762 by

Congregationalists dissatisfied with the liberal Unitarian

tendencies of Harvard to create a Queen's College in western

Massachusetts. The nation's oldest college and its Overseers

opposed the proposal and prevailed, using the argument that

Harvard "was a provincial monopoly, funded and supported by

the General Court for reasons of state" and "properly the

College of the Government.The principle that preserved a

monopoly to the "College of the Government," with its

attendant rights and privileges, had to be overthrown for

American higher education to break out of the restrictive

pattern of higher education that had been historical

practice. What is astonishing is not that it was

subsequently overthrown, but that it was done with such ease

as to scarcely occasion comment. Harvard lost its monopoly

in Massachusetts when Williams was founded in 1793, although
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Yale managed to preserve its special privilege in

Connecticut to 1823.

The founding in 1815 of Allegheny College in western

Pennsylvania near the Ohio border illustrates the changes

that took place after the Revolution in yet another way.^® A

group of the leading men in a village of some 400 people

came together to establish a college, as others were doing

all over the western frontier. The initial group who met in

the village of Meadville constituted themselves a board of

trustees empowered to create an institution that would bring

light and learning to their community. The education was to

embody what was then a fairly standard curriculum centering

upon the study of Latin, Greek, Hebrew and classical

authorities. Since there were few secondary schools in the

region to prepare pupils for higher education, the new board

decided to admit a class of "probationers," boys and young

men who, without being fully matriculated for the degree,

would undergo instruction for a year or so. Having

successfully completed their probationary period, they would

be admitted to the College's first class.

The self-appointed trustees of the newly-created

college applied to the state government of Pennsylvania for

a charter. However, without waiting for one to be granted,

they immediately appointed a president, who was a

Congregational minister, a graduate of Harvard, a headmaster

of an eastern secondary school, and a cousin of one of the

founders of the college. The founders appear to have had no
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doubt about the charter, nor much doubt about the

possibility that money would be granted by the state

legislature, where local representatives would press their

case. They appointed a second professor - a local clergyman

- and subscribed to the endowment. On the very day of his

appointment, the new president of the college was authorized

to solicit gifts 'in such parts of the United States as may

be deemed proper.A fund-raising tour took him

immediately eastward to New England and New York, where he

raised some $2000 in cash and books to add to the $4000

subscribed by the founders and their friends. As expected,

the state of Pennsylvania contributed an additional $2000 on

the occasion of the grant of a charter.

Nevertheless, Allegheny remained in perennial financial

difficulty for decades, and its history is marked by

constant and almost always unsuccessful appeals to the

legislature for support, despite the fact that the charter

placed the governor, the chief justice and the attorney

general of Pennsylvania on the board of trustees ex officio.

The continuing poverty of almost all American colleges after

the Revolution, and the lack of firm guarantees to their

survival by public authorities, were crucial to their self-

conception and to their relations with the surrounding

society. The absence of assured support shaped their

responsiveness to the interests of their internal and

external constituencies, the numbers and social origins of

their students, and the numbers and character of the faculty
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recruited to teach.The president of Allegheny, in an

effort to provide for endowed chairs, approached a local

society of Masons, which he had helped found in 1817, and

there was talk of establishing an Architectonic Mathematical

Professorship. An attempt was made to induce the Germans of

Pennsylvania and other parts of the United States to raise a

fund "for a learned professor, whose duty it shall be, not

only to teach the comprehensive and energetic German

language, but to exercise his talents in disseminating the

light of German literature and science." A gracious letter

in German and English was circulated, and the president's

plan was laid before the Lutheran and Reformed Synods, but

the College was too distant from the German centers of

population, and the plan failed.^4 The college did not gain

financial security until it accepted the patronage and

authority of the Methodist Church in 1833.

It is perhaps worth noting that the founders of

Allegheny College, though frontiersmen, were what the

eighteenth century would have considered "gentlemen,"

well-educated and not poor farmers. A leading figure had

been an officer in the Continental Army. It is also worth

noting that the new College president, his cousin on the

board, and probably other board members as well, all had

interests in a large tract of nearby land being sold by a

land development company in parcels to new immigrants to the

Northwest Territories. The president had earlier visited

that area, and on his return to the East had written fliers
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and advertisements for the company. Land speculation was and

remained a central element in American life,,and was so not

only in the foundation of Allegheny College, but also in the

development of higher education throughout American history.

Land speculators all through the western movement assumed

that the creation of a college in a region would make

property more attractive to immigrants, and thus more

valuable. That attitude speaks to the commercial spirit of

the society at large, the unembarrassed way in which that

spirit could be linked to the establishment of cultural

institutions, and the way in which both culture and commerce

could be seen to be defences against the barbarism which

threatened to overwhelm Americans as they moved yet farther

away from the secure and hallowed centers of civilization in

the East Coast and Europe.

The founders of Allegheny received their charter two

years after the founding of the College, though by that time

it was already in operation. And they received it, along

with a small subvention from the legislature, with no

questions asked about the institution's academic standards.

It was enough that the first president was a Harvard man.

The ease with which new colleges were granted charters

after the Revolution, and especially after the turn of the

century, was itself both symbol and instrument in the

triumph of society over the State after the Revolution.

Despite the efforts of the Federalists, central government

itself over time came to be not the dominant institution in
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society (alongside the chuirches), but merely one player in

social life, and not a very important one at that. By the

fifth decade of the nineteenth century, the national

government was scarcely visible in American life: no

national bank, no military worth mentioning, no taxes that a

growing majority of citizens could remember paying its

officials.And even state governments, closer to the

people and with constitutional responsibility for education,

confined their role to serving as the instruments of groups

and interests in the society at large, including those who

wanted to create colleges for a whole variety of motives:

cultural, religious and mercenary.

4. Two Notable Failures

But that did not occur without two significant efforts

by government, one by the Federal government and the other

by a state, to play a more traditionally authoritative role

in the world of higher education. The first of these, the

proposal to create a national university at the seat of

government in Washington, was an effort to give to the

federal government an institution for nation-building which

would discipline and coordinate all the other institutions

of higher education in the country, a capstone university

whose recognition (we would now say "accreditation") would

give direction and standards to the whole of American

secondary and post-secondary education. The second was the

effort by the state of New Hampshire to reorganize and

reconstitute DArtmouth College as a state institution.
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something closer to a provincial college than Allegheny

College or the many other "private" foundations being

created at about the same time. The first effort was

defeated by the Congress, the second by the Supreme Court.

The idea of a national or "Federal" university was

apparently born around the campfires of the Continental

Army, but first given expression by Dr. Benjamin Rush, a

prominent physician and patriot of Philadelphia.^^ The idea

gained its strongest supporter in George Washington, who

urged it on the Congress in his first and last messages, and

made a contribution towards it in his will. He argued that

it would promote national unity, save young Americans the

expense and bother of going abroad for their higher

education, and provide the basis for one really first-class

university in a country already possessing a goodly number

of institutions, all too small and poor to be competitive

with the leading European institutions. As he noted in his

final message to Congress,

Our Country, much to its honor, contains

many Seminaries of learning highly respectable and

useful; but the funds upon which they rest, are too

narrow, to command the ablest Professors, in the

different departments of liberal knowledge, for the

Institution contemplated, though they would be

excellent auxiliaries.^^

Correct in his diagnosis, Washington underestimated the

hostility in Congress to any attempt to strengthen the power
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of Federal institutions, especially one which would have

such clear implications for the creation and development of

local, state and regional colleges and universities. And

despite efforts to bring the issue back to the Congress by

his successors, a national university was never created. For

while suggestions to create a University of the United

States were not accompanied by proposals to give it a

monopoly over higher degrees, it would surely have been, in

colonial terms, "the Government's university," and as such

would have had profound effects on all of American higher

education. Its standards of entry, curricula, educational

philosophies and forms of instruction would have provided

models for every college or "seminary" which aspired to send

some of its graduates to the university in the Capitol. A

University of the United States might well have established

national academic standards for the bachelor's degree, for

the qualifications of faculty, even conceivably for entry to

colleges, and in these ways have greatly influenced the

character and curriculum of secondary feeder schools. We

might speculate that eventually a national university would

have shaped and constrained the growth of graduate education

and research universities. It would surely have been the

central instrument of Federal government policy regarding

higher education in the Union. Therefore the defeat of the

idea of a University of the United States was arguably the

most important policy decision affecting the role of central

government in American higher education, determining or at
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least conditioning the character of all future Federal

government interventions.

The spectacular defeat of the idea of a central

university needs to be discussed in the same breath with a

second event of momentous consequence, the decision by the

Supreme Court in 1819 in the case of The Trustees of

Dartmouth College versus Woodward (for the State of New

Hampshire), for this too had a profound effect on the place

of public authority in the development of an American higher

education system.The New Hampshire state government

seized the occasion of a dispute between the President of

Dartmouth and its Trustees to attempt to change the College

charter in order to bring public representatives directly

onto the board. Other changes affecting the governance of

the College, its curriculum and sectarian linkages were also

in train. New Hampshire maintained that although Dartmouth

may have been established in colonial times as a "private"

corporation, it was founded to benefit the people of the

state. Consequently, the public, through the state's

legislature, deserved and required a voice in the operation

of the College. The State of New Hampshire intended to

"improve" Dartmouth as a place of learning by modernizing

its administration and curriculum, creating the framework

for a university, and encouraging a freer, nonsectarian

atmosphere.

The Trustees, claiming that the State of New Hampshire

was illegally modifying Dartmouth's original charter, took
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its defense to the U.S. Supreme Court, where their position

was upheld in a landmark decision written by Chief Justice

John Marshall. He wrote that the College was a "private"

rather than a "civil" corporation, and affirmed the sanctity

of the contract (as embodied in its charter) between the

state and Dartmouth. In attempting to change the charter,

the legislature, he continued, was substituting its own

intentions for those of the donors; and the consequence, in

his opinion, was that the College would be turned into "a

machine entirely subservient to the will of government.

Marshall expressly affirmed the rights of private property

over the implicit links of a colonial establishment with its

charter-granting government. In this judgment, Dartmouth was

not the "Government's College," as the original colonial

colleges had so long been. On the contrary, it was the

exclusive possession of its Trustees.

Historians have been debating the significance of the

Dartmouth College decision. It has even been argued that the

public-private distinction did not occasion much comment at

the time and does not seem to have been as central an issue

as the secular-sectarian dispute.^® Bailyn, however, has

noted that the character and limit of State authority, the

definitions of a private right or privilege, were hot issues

in the 1780s at the time the Constitution was being

framed,and it is difficult to think that Enlightenment

ideas about individual or corporate autonomy in the exercise

of power were totally absent from the minds of parties to
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the Dartmouth question. However that may be, the long-run

implications seem beyond dispute. The Supreme Court

decision, preventing the State of New Hampshire from taking

over the institution, or altering its charter, had the

practical effect of safeguarding the founding of

"independent" colleges. Henceforth the founders and

promoters of private educational ventures knew that once a

state charter was obtained, they and their successors were

secure in the future control of their investment. The legal

basis for the extraordinary proliferation of privately

founded and governed higher education institutions in the

United States was now in place.

5. Higher Education Policy in Britain at the end of the

Eighteenth Century

At the time of the American Revolution, the interest of

the British State in the structure and functioning of higher

education was primarily limited to maintaining the religious

and political orthodoxy of the nation's universities. Those

members who criticized existing arrangements or challenged

them in any fundamental way were ejected or neutralized. At

Oxford or Cambridge, religious tests were required of

undergraduates for admission or graduation; and while no

such subscription was necessary in Scotland, a test, albeit

unevenly enforced, was imposed on university faculty there.

In England, therefore, non-Anglicans could attend the two

senior universities only if they were willing to perjure
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themselves (and submit to obloquy ), but in Scotland, where

the Presbyterian Church was Established, students of

Dissenting and Nonconformist backgrounds were welcome. At

Edinburgh and Glasgow, non-Presbyterians held

professorships.^®^ In Ireland, before the Act of Union in

the early nineteenth century, an independent Irish

Parliament had dispensed with religious tests for conferring

degrees at Trinity College Dublin; but while open to Roman

Catholic undergraduates, the offices and emoluments of the

College were nevertheless closed to them until the 1870s.

Where they existed, the requirements for orthodoxy were

consistent with a constitution of Church and State and

therefore resembled, in certain respects, the higher

education practices in effect in American colonies. In

England, as in America, no specific government policies

existed with respect to those issues now deemed

indispensible to the operation of an effective higher

education system; admissions and access, curriculum, cost

effectiveness and accountability. To be sure, in Scotland

the State (to be precise, the Crown) had long taken a major

role in higher education, supplying universities and

colleges with a small annual grant. Nevertheless, in both

kingdoms the financing of higher education was largely a

mixture of market forces and charitable endowments.

Statutes and ordinances, approved over the centuries by

the Crown in Council or Parliament, provided in some half a

hundred versions the framework of governance in which the
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ancient collegiate societies of Oxford and Cambridge

functioned. The numbers of fellowships and scholarships were

specified, as was the internal distribution of appointments

according to schools and colleges of origin. Otherwise, in

varying degree, the collegiate societies functioned in an

astonishingly unrestricted environment, free not only from

direct government interference but from what would later be

understood and referred to as the force of public opinion.

Interference, when it occurred, usually came in the

"acceptable" statutory form of an official "visit,"

customarily by a bishop, invited by the fellowship to

adjudicate conflicting claims and disputes. Indeed, although

it would be an anachronism to say so, the ancient colleges

(though not the universities) behaved as if they were

"private" institutions; and perhaps it is not surprising to

learn that when, in the 1830s, debates about the public and

private roles of higher education institutions occurred,

colleges were even legally referred to as "private"^^

despite a long history of royal interference right into the

earlier decades of the eighteenth century.

The Crown (and Parliament) had long demonstrated their

authority to revise college statutes. Conseguently it was

not from such legal safeguards as college constitutions and

the habit of self-government allowed that Oxbridge

foundations were independent. The colleges of Oxford and

Cambridge derived their liberties from an incontestable

social fact, namely that their membership shared the values
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and beliefs of those who sat in Parliament or advised the

Crown. Despite low enrollments (a feature of most

eighteenth-century European universities), Oxford and

Cambridge colleges educated all of the Georgian prime

ministers (with two exceptions) and about one-half of all

members of parliament between 1734 and 1812, giving the

English governing elite an educational cohesion

comparatively unique in Europe.such an historical

situation did not require an elaboration of the differences

between private and public, for the two realms were

intertwined. In this the colleges of England were not so

dissimilar from their American colonial counterparts, which

were also intimately connected to elite society and were

responsible for educating the clerical and political leaders

of that society, whose patronage and association brought

them prestige and for some, a reasonably comfortable income.

Non-Anglicans, which also means Roman Catholics and

Jews, were not closely identified with aristocratic society,

although it would be an error to suggest that significant

political and economic ties were absent, at least to certain

aristocratic segments. Nevertheless, it is correct to say

that in general non-Anglicans were excluded from direct

participation in government and administration by the

operation of a code of electoral laws. Being effectively

excluded from Oxford and Cambridge by the requirement of an

oath of religious loyalty, and in general ignored by the

State, Dissenters had created over the course of the "long
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eighteenth century" an alternate educational system for

themselves, one that was weakly-financed and can be

anachronistically but also usefully described as "private."

The curriculum of the dissenting academies reflected many of

the modernizing education tendencies of the time, being

stronger in science, social science and vernacular languages

than English schools and colleges, and similar in this

respect to some if not all of the Scottish universities.

Whether the academies can be described as a "higher

education system" is problematical. They attracted pupils of

high school age (as did Scottish and American institutions),

and many of their pedagogical concerns were the consequence

of typical adolescent problems such as pupil discipline. Nor

did the academies educate candidates for the learned

professions, apart from the chapels from which they drew

support. While Oxford and Cambridge were also by this point

relatively disconnected from the education of potential

lawyers and physicians, their undergraduates at least were

older, in a range similar to what we might expect today.

6. Drifting towards a Higher Education Policy: London

and Durham

Of course no Revolution occurred in Britain to change

or alter the existing relationships between the State and

its universities and colleges. No Dartmouth decision was

needed to separate the sphere of private from public

educational activity, and no central government scheme for a
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national university was considered necessary when in the

eyes of many the hoary colleges of Oxford and Cambridge

already fullfilled that purpose. The Crown in Parliament was

sovereign, not an abstraction called "the people," and no

constitutional institution outside the Crown in Parliament

(such as a Supreme Court) existed as a counterweight to the

exercise of public authority. Alterations in the relations

of the higher education sector to the central government,

therefore, were not dependent upon the definition of such

abstractions as "people" or "society" but on the more

concrete details of possible shifts in the attitudes or the

social composition of the kingdom's governing institutions,

a possible reflection if not always a clear one of larger

changes in the nation as a whole.

It is therefore appropriate to speak about changes in

State-university relations as more the result of a drift

towards public policy than as a sudden and dramatic reversal

or alteration, ad hoc solutions rather than carefully-

meditated ministerial decisions. Such drifts in Britain are

familiar from other areas of the kingdom's history, and as

such reinforce the long-standing opinion of historians that

change was essentially piecemeal and improvised, practical

responses to specific social problems and rarely a complete

overhaul of existing institutions. Compared to adjustments

and changes in the system of higher education in the United

States, those in nineteenth-century Britain were less

haphazard and unpredictable, more consistent in the
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application of slowly-evolving principles, and much less

dependent upon a seemingly feckless market economy.

Probably the distinctions should not be overdrawn. Both

Victorian Britain and Victorian America were liberal

cultures. Resemblances existed, especially in the area of

private initiative and philanthropy and in the importance of

urban localism and local institutions. Yet even so,

underneath surface similarities were institutional, legal

and cultural solutions to common problems that indicated

profoundly divergent or diverging views on the organization

of higher education systems and their primary curricula.

The first signs of the development of a government

policy towards higher education in England appeared in the

1820s and 1830s in the controversies surrounding the

foundation of the University of London. These led to an

independent decision, taken from below, to expand and

diversify the provision for higher education in England, and

to improve access by opening university education to those

groups effectively barred from attending the ancient

universities because of cost or religious stigma or both and

prevented from entering the Scottish universities because of

distance in the days before railways.

The basic facts concerning the formation of what is now

called University College London but was initially known as

the University of London are familiar enough not to require

repetition here, yet several aspects of the historical

situation deserve special emphasis and elaboration.
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The creation of a new university took place at a time

of major political change leading to the extension of the

franchise, the removal of civil disabilities from Dissenters

and Roman Catholics (but not Jews) and the growth of a

liberal philosophy of private endeavor. Recent research has

pretty well established that a surprising amount of

educational initiative took place in the final decades of

the eighteenth century and early decades of the new century

in an active market economy, heavily weighted towards

consumer choice and discipline and even involving brand-name

recognition.^^ The University of London was founded hard on

the heels of this expansion of consumer interest. It was

also created at a time when the numbers of non-Anglicans had

greatly increased, so that any notion of an Anglican

Establishment based on the majority, as, for example,

advanced by Bishop Warburton in the mid-eighteenth century,

was coming under fire. The formation of the University of

London can be seen in two ways, either as a departure from

the older pattern of college-building or as the final

installment in the system of educational institutions

created by Dissenters over a century earlier, except that

the founders also included moderate Anglicans, Roman

Catholics, Jews and secular-minded urban intellectuals

essentially of non-aristocratic origins.

The title "university" was chosen in preference to

"academy" or "college" for both symbolic and practical

considerations, as the association of the word with Oxford
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and Cambridge, the Scottish universities, and the new

institutions being founded in Germany and the United States

carried overtones of prestige.Actually, before the degree

battles of the 1830s, no legal or commonly-agreed upon

definition of a "university" existed, either in Britain (or

the United States). The issue had simply not arisen before,

and nothing could be more apparent than the confusion of

contemporaries arguing the case for uncertain precedents and

groping for historical antecedents. The differences between

"college" or "university" appeared to be clearest in the

case of Oxford and Cambridge because of the division of

functions that had arisen since the middle ages; but several

Scottish universities, notably Glasgow and St. Andrews, also

possessed colleges, and there the distinctions were unclear

since the colleges were less boarding establishments for the

wealthy than a device for supplementing the incomes of the

teaching staff. North of the Tweed the words "college" and

"university" were virtually synonymous,^^ a lexical habit

that decisively influenced American usage.

The new university did not seek nor did it receive a

royal charter of incorporation. At law, the university was

established as a business corporation or joint stock

company, financed from the sale of shares, but the potential

return on investments was limited as an answer to public

criticism that the new university was not an educational

undertaking but a profit-oriented enterprise. This strategem

- for such it appears to have been - was doubtless adopted
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'status as a private venture, for otherwise, as a chartered

or endowed or charitable institution, it would have fallen

by law under the jurisdiction of Church and State and their

legal and administrative instruments, such as the newly-

founded body of charity commissioners.

The University of London had not insisted on the right

to grant degrees. The strategy of the founders, we have

suggested, was to avoid additional controversies (the

University was non-denominational and secular) that might

imperil its existence as a corporate body. A royal charter

of incorporation carried certain risks: the threat of State

interference, the opposition of the High Church Oxbridge

lobby. The power to award degrees likewise offended Church

and State, but would also provoke the hostility and promote

the rivalry of the hospital-based medical profession, since

the new University also included a medical "department". In

the next decade, however, the University reversed itself,

doubtless encouraged by the reform movements that allowed

both Dissenters and Roman Catholics to take seats in the

House of Commons, the vigorous attack on Anglican

privileges, and controversies over passage of the Reform

Bill. Yet it is appropriate to assume that the right to

grant degrees had been more or less entertained from the

start, for the suggestion had even once been made that some

sort of degree-granting authority might be obtained from an

increasingly reform-minded House of Commons if the royal

33
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assent was out of the question. In 1830 the degree hardly

possessed the career value now attached to it, but it was of

some use in medicine and also represented the final stage in

the long-standing efforts by the marginalized groups of

English society to obtain something like educational parity.

Or, as stated by the newly-appointed Professor of Greek:

academic degrees,

impart to those who bear them a literary rank, not

only in their own country, but wherever learning is

cultivated. It is this identity and universal

acceptation...which has sustained their value,

despite, he added, with a nod to the controversies of the

1830s, "the undue facility with which they are granted in

some instances."36

The godless institution in Gower Street was organized

on the plan of a Scottish unitary institution rather than an

English collegiate university, but for all practical

purposes it appeared to be only a university college. Could

a college award degrees? Historically (or so it appears to

us) the authority to award degrees was not essential to the

definition of a university. The sixteenth-century

foundation. Trinity College Dublin, was empowered to grant

degrees - given the distance of Dublin from the imperial

capital and other institutions with which it might

affiliate, a separate degree-granting authority made sense.

Yet Trinity College, a university college in size, had been

founded as the nucleus of a collegiate university but had
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nev©ir grown into one. The Irish case both conforined to and

departed from English precedent. It conformed because it

was collegiate, at least in theory or principle, and it

departed because Ireland was self-governing before the

nineteenth century.

The original University of London lost the battle to

obtain a royal charter which authorized the institution to

grant degrees. It is simple enough to identify the parties

to the dispute but difficult to explain the outcome. The

Church Party in Lords opposed - the bishops especially were

in an anti-reform mood - but not Commons. The Privy Council

was divided but perhaps inclined to approve, and probably

the Cabinet too (their membership overlapped), but in the

event what emerged from the deliberations and controversies

was an odd compromise. A new and fundamentally different

institution with no teaching responsibilities was chartered,

receiving the right to grant degrees and to charge and

collect examination and degree fees. Another charter without

degree-giving authority was granted to the original

University of London - a rival Anglican institution. King's

College, already possessing a similar one - and both

institutions were officially designated university colleges.

The new University itself was a "public" or State-supported

institution, administered by a miniscule staff that was

virtually a committee of the Treasury. A Senate was composed

of academics (none of them drawn from the London colleges)

and professional men who were nominees of the Privy Council.
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The government's Office of Works maintained the premises.

Its exclusive function was the setting and administering of

degree examinations. The two university colleges were

"private," possessing their own governing councils. They

enjoyed the option of preparing students for the degree

examinations; and until the next major reform at mid-century

when examinations were thrown open tO'all who had passed a

London matriculation examination irrespective of their prior

education, it was very nearly an exclusive enjoyment.

This peculiar settlement, giving the State the special

right to set examinations for a university system, has been

so little studied in detail that its origins remain

relatively obscure. It was the outcome of a protracted and

bitter fight in which all the authorities of Church and

State partook. The result was the exact opposite of the

Dartmouth decision. At the end of it, the involvement of

the State in higher education affairs was in principle

greater. A more directive role from the center was now

possible under the terms of a liberal parliamentary

constitution, and new mechanisms for regulating expansion,

curricular change, access and diversity were being gradually

created. Most of the implications of the solution of 1836

lay in the future, but the shift was discernible. And

behind this shift lay another one, also gradual but

unmistakable, namely, the loss of parliamentary supremacy by

a class of landed gentlemen whose identification with the

ancient universities was on the whole so complete that
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interference in the running of the colleges was thought

unnecessary. As Oxford and Cambridge "separated" themselves

from landed society, their relationship with the State

assumed a new formality and structure. The University of

London of 1836 foreshadowed this change.

The new University of London also established a far-

reaching precedent for the formation of new higher education

institutions in Britain and the Empire. Henceforth, any new

English foundation was required to begin its corporate life

as a university college if degrees were sought, and in

Ireland, Wales, Canada and elsewhere, federations on the

London model were formed. Even in Scotland, with its own

traditions, a new university college scheduled to open at

Dundee in 1883 entered its students for the London

examinations.

Merely stating the bare facts leading to the birth of

the examining University of London is in itself a

significant illustration of many of the differences in

university-building between Britain and the United States.

In the new nation, established and competing governmental

structures were relatively ineffective. State monopolies

were being abandoned or were becoming weak, and entrenched

educational interests were unable to resist market

challenges. There was no movement comparable to the one in

England to create precise legal and institutional

definitions or establish a widely-accepted degree standard

of achievement.
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The case of the foundation of Durham University is

especially interesting, for its history also helps us

understand the higher education issues of the critical

decade of the 1830s. Various schools and colleges had at one

time or another existed in Durham for centuries, and

Cromwell and his Privy Council had actually founded a

college in 1657, probably on the model of "schools" like

Eton or Winchester. But no plan really ever succeeded, and

the establishment of Durham University in 1832 was a genuine

innovation. Durham began as an endowed institution drawing

its income from the ample revenues of the Dean and Chapter

of Durham Cathedral with the assistance of the Bishop (who

was also Dean). While supporters of a higher education

foundation in the diocesan city spoke often of an emerging

demand for general education in the north, it is more

certain that their actions were "a sort of panic,a

response to bitter attacks on the Church's politics and

extraordinary wealth, derived increasingly from the

lucrative coalfields of the diocese. In the 1820s and 1830s

the hammer of Durham was the radical party of Dissenters,

supporters of popular education and parliamentary reformers

who used every opportunity in a tempestuous period of

political change to threaten the Church with

disappropriation or withdraw its tithes. Durham's response

was to attempt to disarm the "incendiaries" (as one member

of the Church phrased it) by using "surplus" income to

establish a university. Besides, rivals loomed on the
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horizon. The Dissenters talked of establishing a university

in the industrial communities of Newcastle or Liverpool,^®

and Anglican rivals had their eye on York.

The earliest Durham documents refer to the desire to

establish either a college or a university, the two words

appearing interchangeably, some supporters actually favoring

a theological seminary, for which the word "college" would

have sufficed, as a number of theological training colleges

already existed. The more influential backers, however,

promoted the idea of a degree-granting institution, for

which the word "university" seemed to them more appropriate,

having always in mind the organization and model of

Oxbridge. They argued that the gentry of the North would

settle for nothing less (especially as bishops would refuse

to ordain any but graduates). Nevertheless, Durham really

began, as did King's and London, as a university college.

The statutes of 1834 identified the "Warden of the College"

as also the Vice-Chancellor of the University.At this

point the founders may have been using the college idea to

emphasize the private nature of their undertaking. Their

specific educational model was actually Christ Church,

Oxford University, where a cathedral organization and higher

education were intertwined, the Dean and members of the

Chapter also occupying academic posts in the House.

But if Christ Church was the model for the governance

structure of Durham, the University of Cambridge provided

the example of a collegiate university which appeared to
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supply an answer to the thorny question of admitting

Dissenters. For at Cambridge, graduation but not

matriculation required subscription. The division was

accordingly this: As a university, Durham was public, as the

university at Cambridge was in some sense public, as the new

University of London was public. As such Durham was an

"open" university, its lectures available to all comers on

the payment of appropriate fees. However, its degrees were

only available to those who were enrolled in privately-

endowed colleges, subject to collegiate discipline, willing

to attend chapel and free in conscience to subscribe to the

doctrine of the United Church of England and Ireland.

It is an ironic development that while the supporters

of the first University of London in Gower Street feared -

and rightly feared - the power of the Church, the founders

of the University of Durham, at approximately the same time,

feared the power of the State as it might be wielded by what

they saw as a formidable radical alliance. The supporters of

clerical London created an institution that taught religion

and placed students under a conventional religious

discipline. The friends of secular London fought this

English conception of a university, insisting upon a type

similar to those being founded abroad, such as the

University of Berlin or Bonn or Virginia. They wanted a

university that would admit non-Anglicans, a University of

the North that had been discussed by them for about a

decade, a university every bit as strong in historical
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conception as the Oxbridge idea defended by the partisans of

the Established Church.

While planning the new institution, Durham's

founders attempted to keep their deliberations relatively

private, suspecting that Dissenters and parliamentary

radicals would use every opportunity to disrupt the scheme.

It was hoped that a new institution could be founded without

much fanfare, but two factors made relative silence

impossible. The first was the desire to grant degrees. The

second was the necessity to steer a bill through Parliament

- in this case, a private bill - legally authorizing the

Dean and Chapter to transfer Church property to a different

foundation. Since the consent of Parliament was therefore

unavoidable, it was planned to originate a bill in Lords, as

the House friendlier to the Church

In 1832, an Act of Parliament was passed enabling "the

Dean and Chapter of Durham to appropriate part of the

property of their Church to the establishment of a

university in connection therewith.^he Act

constituting the University also empower it to grant

degrees? Apparently the question was not settled to the

satisfaction of the Dean and Chapter, perhaps because,

whatever the specific powers granted under the Act, the

Chapter itself had not yet agreed upon the exact type of

institution it wanted. The matter required further

clarification, and the Chapter subsequently decided to seek

a royal charter. Several years of delay followed because of
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the opposition of Dissenters and the entry of yet another

player, a newly-created body of Ecclesiastical Commissioners

appointed by the Crown to deliberate upon the redistribution

of Church emoluments generally. A charter finally passed the

Great Seal on 1 June 1837. Acknowledging that the University

of Durham had been in existence for some time - a reference

to the Act of 1832 - the charter went on to add "that the

said University would be better established, and its

character and design more clearly and appropriately

determined, if its members were incorporated by Our Royal

Charter.The degrees now clearly authorized were

conferred seven days later.

While in the U.S. the distinction between "school,"

"college" and "university" was nowhere clearly spelled out,

the words retaining the ambiguities common to the English-

speaking world before the nineteenth century, in Britain the

degree issue of the 1830s produced a legal meaning with

important ramifications for the future organization of

higher education; universities conferred degrees, colleges

did not. Furthermore, higher education institutions could

now be divided into Church-related and secular institutions,

each for the time being responding to a different aspect of

State authority. The Church, because it was Established and

thus part of the State, was allowed to retain its historical

role in higher education for all institutions on the

Oxbridge model. The new and emerging secular part of the

higher education system was put under State direction in a
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different way: through control over degrees. The State had

declared the question of educational qualifications to be a

matter of the public interest, too important to be left to

the separate institutions or their teachers. It had also

shown itself to be suspicious of the operation of the

highly-active consumer market in education generally that

had developed since the eighteenth century, since that

market had produced a greatly diversified elementary and

secondary school system whose standards of achievement or

religious disposition could not be easily guaranteed,

although there was certainly evidence to suggest that

whatever else it might have achieved, market discipline had

also encouraged positive efforts at improvement.

In the 1830s the State's new interest in higher

education was as yet unclarified and certainly, in

retrospect, incomplete. The financing of higher education in

England was still regarded as much more of a private than a

public matter. The structure of the University of London

did not alarm a fiscally-conservative Treasury, since fees

scheduled to meet the costs of administering and marking

examinations could more or less cover expenditures. Yet what

had been established in 1836 by the chartering of the second

University of London was in principle far-reaching, a

recognition that standards set and administered at the top

of a system could reverberate throughout, creating barriers

and constraints. "[I]n the ordinary course of proceeding,"

wrote an interested contemporary, "it is plain that the
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examinations of the University will regulate the instruction

of the Colleges and the studies of their pupils.Degree

examinations influenced teaching, the curriculum,

innovation, diversity and "articulation," the name given by

Americans in the early twentieth century to that process by

which one type of educational institution was linked to

another, primary to secondary schools, secondary schools to

colleges and universities, and one kind of college or

university to another. As the degree increased in value in

the course of the nineteenth century, in response to the

expansion of the civil service and the service economy more

generally, the importance of examinations in certifying

competence and regulating entry into the occupational

structure likewise increased, fulfilling the hopes of those

who believed in the necessity for standards to be set at the

top of the educational system rather than derived from

below.

7. Government Policy in Scotland

This sketch of the drift to a higher education policy

in England, however, leaves something to be desired in

explaining Scotland. In some respects, Victorian Britain had

a federal constitution. While Ireland and Scotland no longer

had independent parliaments, both were governed from

Westminster but often as if they were indeed separate

nations, which in fact in so many ways they were. In higher

education the universities of Scotland, like Oxford and

Cambridge, were Church and State institutions, linked to the
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Crown and the Presbyterian settlement and through

mythistoire to the Scottish people themselves.47

Arrangements dating back before the Union of 1707 had put

the universities in receipt of annual subsidies from the

revenues of the Sovereign, principally in support of

professorial chairs, but assistance in the construction and

maintenance of buildings had also been available. In the

1820s at least one half of all chair appointments were

therefore made by the Crown, which also enjoyed ancient

powers of visitation. But not all Scottish universities were

under the same funding arrangements. Edinburgh, for

example, had long been considered a "town university" since

the burgh controlled professorial appointments and handled

the university's financial administration, and used this

authority to interfere in the regular running of the

institutions.48

Like Oxford and Cambridge, the governance of the

Scottish universities was based on an immense tangle of

inherited ordinances and statutes which hampered their

ability to respond to nineteenth-century changes in the

economy, society and in the relation of cities to

countryside. As in England and the United States, a further

difficulty lay in the definition of what could be considered

higher or lower education. That difficulty was being eased

at Oxford or Cambridge by the arrival in the eighteenth

century of an older student (perhaps bearing some relation

to the creation of the Cambridge honors degree, the first
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written examination in Britain), although the dons were slow

to adjust their systems of discipline accordingly.^^

However, since in Scotland undergraduates were most often

if not invariably quite young, the absence of a well-defined

secondary system of education made differentiating between a

university or college or high school somewhat difficult.

(Indeed, several supporters of the original University of

London contemplated having a school on the model of the High

School in Edinburgh.) Professors were consequently fully

engaged in a form of remedial education known as the "junior

classes,"^® wherein underprepared students were brought up

to snuff. These were similar to, and probably the forebears

of, the "preparatory departments" of American colleges in

the nineteenth century. As Scottish society changed,

virtually every feature of university life was the subject

of acrimonious dispute. Great divisions of feeling existed

with regard to governance, financing, the curriculum and the

founding of new chairs, the proper tone or character of a

university education, graduation rates, degrees and

examinations, access and the social or "gentlemanly"

functions of education, the latter a typically English

concern and as such reflecting the Anglicization of

Scotland.

The combination of archaic regulations and the log-jam

of constitutional and jurisdictional disputes, the division

of authority between academic Senates, town councils and

religious bodies and professional associations, as well as
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the growing quarrels within the Kirk that finally, in 1842,

produced the Disruption and the Free Churches - in fact, the

extraordinarily complicated interdependence of the

universities and virtually every aspect of Scottish life -

brought the Crown into the story as the only available

mechanism for resolving disputes. Beginning in 1826 and

meeting almost continuously through the rest of the century,

a series of royal and executive ("statutory" in England)

commissions discussed, mediated, and sometimes acting

through Parliament but at other times using their own legal

authority to do so, legislated far-reaching changes for the

Scottish universities. The Treasury also played a part,

especially in the second half of the century. While changes

were discussed and pressed from the top, important

unlegislated changes were occurring from below, most notably

in the development of an effective secondary education

sector which in time boosted the age of entering cohorts and

made possible a greater degree of curricular specialization

and variation.

For present purposes it is not necessary to review the

enormous number of alterations legislated or recommended for

legislation by the commissions, or the internal reforms

stimulated by them and by wider social changes generally to

repeat the point so well argued by Robert Anderson that by

law, history and popular agreement, the power of the Crown

to legislate for the Scottish universities was never really

questioned until the Edwardian period. No more than in, let
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US say, nineteenth-century Sweden was the State in Scotland

regarded as different and separate from society. So far was

this point accepted, that it did not appear shocking that

few if any professors were actually members of the many

Scottish commissions of inquiry that met in the Victorian

era. And indeed this same point was made even more

forcefully in the early twentieth century by the Secretary

of the Carnegie Trust, who thought that the Scottish higher

education establishment was even more tightly controlled

than the German one.^^

Among the welter of issues considered, the "London"

problem of assuring a high level of academic achievement

stands out. This question, in fact, antedated London and

drew the attention of the very first royal commission on

universities to be appointed in the nineteenth Century, the

Scottish Royal Commission of 1826, and it continued to be

addressed in one form or another by all subsequent

commissioners. The 1826 Commission proposed the introduction

of an honors degree, compulsory essays and class prizes,

drew attention to the need for a higher attendance record

and a much greater devotion to the study of classical

languages - all as ways of encouraging incentive,

competition and academic rigor. Hitherto, the Scottish

curriculum had been characterized by a concern for breadth,

represented by a special emphasis on metaphysics, which

observers who were influenced by the type of honors

examinations developed at Oxford and Cambridge considered
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too vague and general.Other obstacles to higher

standards were thought to be the system of parochial

schools, which fed immature and under-age pupils into the

universities, thus necessitating the system of junior

classes, part-time students and low graduation rates. A

major issue for the century, therefore, was shaping up in

the 1820s, and can at some risk of simplification be

described as a contest between those who believed in the

Scottish system of relatively open admissions and were

therefore willing to accept high drop-out rates as a

legitimate trade-off, and those who wished, although in

accordance with other Scottish traditions, to drive the

system towards an elite model by tightening standards

throughout, making more effective use of degree examinations

to accomplish this end. By and large, American practice has

been closer to the first of these positions than to the

second.

More than a quarter of a century later, several highly

influential academics adopted a modification of the London

idea in proposing a single board of degree examiners for all

of Scotland. But such a modification would have interfered

with the respected professorial system of combining teaching

and examining and was effectively beaten back. What

ultimately emerged by the end of the nineteenth century was

a compromise, with degree examinations and honors courses

more broadly-based than in the kingdom to the south, but

with higher entrance standards, an older entering student.



the disappearance of close ties between the parochial and

largely rural schools and the universities, and the

evanescence after about 1890 of the junior classes.

8. Royal Conunissions of Inquiry and Higher Education

For several decades now a controversy has taken place

over whether the Scottish higher education system with its

strongly independent history was forced to conform with

English practice in the course of the nineteenth century,

transforming an essentially "democratic" curriculum and

entry policy into an "aristocratic" or elite system.The

Scottish higher education curriculum system today is a

mixture of Scottish and English features, but in such

matters as financing and access it conforms to the general

English model. In relation to the State, Anderson is very

persuasive: the Scottish universities and colleges have

never been truly independent. Instead, therefore, of

thinking about the reforms in Scottish education as

travelling up the high road from England, we can also think

of important changes travelling in the opposite direction,

and the history of royal commissions of inquiry certainly

makes this point.

As we have seen, some 25 years before the decision was

taken to appoint royal commissions in England to inquire

into the financing, distribution of emoluments, governance

and admission policies of the ancient universities, and to

create statutory commissions to assist Oxford and Cambridge

colleges in revising their ancient statutes, a royal

50
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commission was at work in Scotland. The machinery of

investigation that was being developed by the nineteenth-

century State to collect information, investigate practices

and recommend legislation for a great many social issues,

was also being used to re-draw the contours of the higher

education system. Over half a century of activity, the

State and its representatives, temporary or permanent,

acquired great experience conducting systematic

investigations, learning to ask the operative questions and

pinpointing the necessary sources of information. The result

was a habit of putting higher education on the national

agenda. The role of higher education in society, the

economy and Empire therefore became a matter of wide-ranging

interest and discussion, well-covered in the newspapers and

burgeoning "serious" journalism of the Victorian era.

But the creation of a State apparatus of reform was not

an independent development. It was accompanied by, perhaps

influenced by, and certainly related to changes in the

character and composition of what we customarily denominate

the "State." Historians have debated the nature and effect

of such changes, attempting to assess the impact of

franchise reform on the social composition of cabinets,

parliaments and the bureaucracy. Apparently no sweeping

changes occurred - indeed, the social composition of

Parliament did not appreciably change until the second half

of the nineteenth century, and the Cabinet remained heavily

aristocratic until even later.The bureaucracy did change
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- at least segments of it - and in fact had been very

gradually changing since the last years of the eighteenth

century, the principle of employment by merit rather than

patronage insinuating itself into ministries and

departments, bringing into administration the "statesmen in

disguise" of which George Kitson Clark once spoke. These

were by and large the new, highly-educated Victorian

mandarins, competent, influential, astonishingly well-

connected. The new blood was largely of reformed public

boarding school and Oxbridge origins, inheriting an

aristocratic ethic of service and an evangelical ethic of

responsibility, and represented as well the growth of the

professional sector that was to play such a decisive role in

the evolution of the British State.By contrast, the

defeat of the University of the United States and the

subsequent weakness of the Federal Government on higher

education ensured that the American governmental bureaucracy

would be staffed more on the principle of patronage than on

merit, a pattern only partly modified by civil service

reformers of the twentieth century. Indeed, that may have

been a motive of Congress in its defeat.

Whatever their specific views on the purposes of

education, the new mandarins were more or less united by

some version of the liberal political outlook so

characteristic of nineteenth-century thought. As far as

possible, reform from above was to be accomplished on the

cheap. It was to be achieved through a re-distribution of
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existing sources rather than, with some exceptions, a supply

of new resources. When applied to the heavily-endowed

educational sector of Oxbridge colleges, this policy of

living of one's own meant that a vast and baffling array of

inherited special privileges, exemptions and emoluments

designated as "founder's kin," most of which were embodied

in statutes, wills and trusts, were subject to review and

alteration. Only the State could invade wills and trusts

(although their provisions could be evaded in the absence of

vigilant oversight). Interestingly enough, in this matter,

as noted in the Dartmouth College case, the American legal

system was more conservative, more respectful of the

intentions of founders, though of course in the United

States wills, trusts and charters did not extend back before

the seventeenth century. But in England pressure from above

could not be easily contained, especially since privilege

and exemption were inevitably linked to other functioning

parts of the educational system; and in over half a century

of State activity the universities of Britain in effect drew

closer to the State.

They drew closer despite a governmental policy of

financial stringency, and the State's role in re-shaping the

existing system of higher education and in establishing

standards for the newer, secular university system cannot be

underestimated. The Scottish universities, because they had

long been in receipt of annual grants, were allowed to keep

their subsidy, but with one major alteration in the source
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of financing. In 1832 the annual grant derived from the

Crown's hereditary revenues was transferred to Parliament,

the amount being determined either by Act or annual vote.^^

The Sovereign's interest was therefore transformed into a

public interest, and both Parliament and the Treasury were

reluctant to do more. In 1883, under pressure from the

Scottish academic community to increase support to their

universities, the government proposed a funding solution

that appeared to imply a hands-off policy for the future.

Indeed, in responding to the surprised Scots and their

Westminster representatives, the Treasury replied that

government policy was "to start the Universities with a fair

and efficient endowment from the State in addition to their

other resources." As far as possible, in the interests of

their freedom, "the Universities...should economize for

themselves their resources and mould for themselves their

forms of active life."^^^

Newer, and as it invariably happened, under-endowed or

under-capitalized institutions, were treated cautiously. A

small annual subsidy to the University of London was made

after it was chartered in 1836, the State in effect

supporting its own creation, its own "national" university.

When Manchester (Owens College) asked for financial support

in 1852, it was told that government policy forbade offering

money to higher education. However, after Manchester was

federated with the Victorian University, another examining

body formed to regulate the curriculum of a group of
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northern university colleges, a small subvention was

eventually if hesitatingly arranged. In 1872 Aberystwyth in

Scotland received the same message as Owens College, but a

decade later the newly-formed examining University of Wales

received an ad hoc grant.Finally in 1889 a scheme of

assisting the newer civic universities was agreed upon in

light of weak local support relative to the changing

missions of higher education. The Treasury still assumed and

hoped that government assistance would merely supplement

rather than supplant private beneficence.Indeed, local

aid was made a precondition for State assistance,^® and the

transition to a new form of university-State financial

relationship may now be said to have truly commenced.

The case for State assistance to higher education in

the nineteenth century was not put by the mandarins at

Whitehall but by educational lobby and pressure groups,

scientists and other groups of academicians and Victorian

intellectuals. Their reasons were many. Some were concerned

about "culture," others about the possible effects of a

consumer ethic on educational standards, still others about

economic and military competition with Germany in an era of

changing technology. The fundamental fear, however, was that

the adoption of a research mission in conjunction with what

historically had been a teaching mission would prove more

costly than the market could or would support. This was an

argument that the State found itself unable to resist in the

long run. In the meantime it followed nineteenth-century
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precedents, proceeding cautiously by limiting financial

support to h,igher education to relatively small amounts,

often on an annual or ad hoc basis, thus respecting the

wishes of the Victorian taxpayer.

One recent writer, discussing the relationship of the

British State to science, has called it a "reluctant

patron.The description is apt when describing systematic

government policy with regard to research and development.

In general nineteenth-century Westminster preferred to rely

on private initiative and private sources of assistance to

encourage science and technology, although the various

ministries of government each compiled a different record in

connection with support of various kind of applied science

activities. For the British State was not a monolithic body

but a collection of ministries and practices representing

different traditions of government involvement with

society.These had been formed during the long period of

aristocratic domination, but from approximately the 1830s

onwards encountered an advancing liberal philosophy of

private initiative. The result was a society of two

cultures, one representing the aristocratic, metropolitan

center, the other the de-centralized periphery of the

provincial business and professional communities.The

contradictions are probably best captured in the work of a

new generation of mid-Victorian schools inspectors. Civil

servants such as Daniel Robert Fearon admired local

initiative. In his London rounds Fearon tried to encourage
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the best emerging practices, but in yet other ways he

remained diriaiste. and inclined towards administrative

rationalization.

9. Conclusion

British higher education policies and practices before

1860 increasingly diverged from American ones, reflecting

the greater interest of central government in higher

education. The various anomalies and carryovers that had

long characterized the higher education system were

gradually either eliminated or modified, and the system

itself was greatly if not completely rationalized.

Rationalization consisted of separating elements hitherto

considered as one. For example, gradually but surely Church

influence over higher education was either removed by the

end of the nineteenth century or confined to the "private"

sector of colleges. As secular and lay influence grew, the

State assumed a more dominant role in higher education,

taking a special interest in establishing machinery to

guarantee the protection of academic standards from market

forces. The invention of the examining university was a

further rationalization of the system, an ingenious solution

to an impending difficulty, creating and preserving a

distinction between "college" and "university" by taking

advantage of the newly-discovered interest in competitive

and qualifying examinations and by using the growing desire

for degrees to regulate entry into select occupations. As a

further refinement, degrees were subdivided into honors and
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ordinary. The university "idea" was imposed on the system

from above as a "higher" idea and became in time the mark of

a superior institution,®^ universities being also "public"

or "national," the repositories of a higher mission,

colleges remaining "private" and parochial, the repositories

of special or limited missions. Given this new and emerging

conception of a university, it was easier for the Treasury

or Parliament to justify expenditure on universities than on

university colleges, and the State consequently chartered

and funded the new examining universities with less

reluctance than in the case of civic and municipal colleges

as a legitimate sphere of activity, as well as a cheap and

effective instrument of quality control. In sum, higher

education began to be treated as a "system," reflecting the

drift towards a government policy.

If such rationalization of the higher education system

is characteristic of nineteenth-century Britain, it is less

characteristic of the American system before the Civil War.

It was not until after the 1860s that rationalization of

higher education became an appealing idea. Before then, the

collapse of the colonial political structure led to an

increasing diversity of institutional forms, resulting in

the promiscuous chartering of colleges, the failure of the

idea of a national university, and the outcome of the

Dartmouth College case. The first "university" was not

created until after the Revolution (Harvard, 1780), and in

this instance the word designated or reflected the presence
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arts college. Yet this operational definition of a

university never became legal or in any way official, and

the word retained the ambiguities it possessed in Britain

before the 1830s. The words "university" and "college"

remained synonymous in everyday usage. A university in the

United States was no more or less authorized to grant

degrees than a college, and aspiring universities did not

have to begin life as university colleges affiliated with

degree-granting, examination centers with de facto control

over the teaching syllabus. The titles "university" and

"college" conveyed no sense of "private" or "public;" and

while the title "university" might be coveted by "any

college that aspired to be grand, as did numerous

institutions in the South and West,"®^^ elsewhere a

"college," especially an older one, was equally and often

more prestigious. No higher "idea" of a university

successfully emerged, and all ideas of a university were in

practice considered meritorious.^^

It is true that the American Revolution separated

Church and State; but religious associations continued to

influence the expansion of higher education, as indeed they

did in Britain up through the 1830s, with a brief spurt

again just after mid-century when Keble College was founded

at Oxford and Selwyn College at Cambridge. But American

denominational colleges and universities were founded

continously and in substantial numbers throughout the

59
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nineteenth century in a religiously plural environment, the

secular and religious spheres intermixed in a broadly

ecumenical Protestant spirit (even in Roman Catholic

institutions). Furthermore, while the Supreme Court

"legally" distinguished private from public and prevented

states from automatically assuming control of independently-

created foundations, the distinctions continued to be

confused or convergent in a nation which rendered both

conceptions subservient to a notion of "community" and in

parallel fashion had replaced service to Church and State

with service to "society.It is not even certain that at

the time of the Dartmouth decision, the preservation of a

hard and fast distinction between public and private was

intended, though it contributed to its crystallization.

In any case, the vulnerable financial position of most

new independent foundations settled the issue in a special

way, as they turned for assistance to "society" (which in

America included the "State"), that is to say, to the

market. To a certain extent, the same development occurred

in the free market society of nineteenth-century Britain

where new, under-financed university colleges went in search

of patrons. However, the ease with which degrees could be

given in America and the absence of any such conception as

an "examining university" or a "national" or "imperial"

university (although the London experience was known) left

new institutions vulnerable to consumer influence on the

curriculum and degree programs, producing early (1820s)
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experiments in a modular course structure which today is

still criticized for lacking coherence and integration.

Doubtless this necessity was reinforced by the governing

structure of higher education institutions, by the

combination of weak or non-existent regent houses or

academic senates and strong lay boards incorporating a mix

of social, political and economic interests. The guild idea

of self-government was attenuated, and academics did not

have a logical, a "natural" or historical center to which

they could automatically turn for financial or academic

support.

In Britain, with its long history of centralized

activity and royal and parliamentary authority, there was

such a logical or natural center. But ironically the

Victorian State was reluctant to be an outright patron of

universities. Once the State had put universities on its

desired funding basis, principally to make them accessible

by the broad and influential body of non-aristocratic rate

payers - the bald-headed men at the back of the omnibus, as

Lord Macaulay once referred to English public opinion - it

preferred to leave actual governance to the academy. This

action strengthened the traditional guild idea of university

governance. The bi-cameral constitution of most universities

placed governance in the hands of a body of graduates and a

body of residents, and by the end of the nineteenth century

or the beginning of the twentieth, the former had lost

ground to the latter. The absence now of mediating bodies.
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the removal of the Church or alumni or the "public" or

"society," placed university-State relations on a new and

direct footing, setting in motion the negotiations that

eventually led to the creation of a new "mediator," the

University Grants Committee, yet another legacy - it can be

argued - of creative Victorian liberal statecraft.

In the United States the lines of governance continued

to be seriously blurred. No body of learned men or women

succeeded in separating control of higher education from the

wide community of interested citizens who had enlisted

universities and colleges in the battle for survival against

barbarism and never ceased to leave them alone. So as

British universities became more "national" in the

nineteenth century, American ones remained "provincial,"

still served their states, regions and localities, each

attempting, as their numbers grew, to find a special niche

in the market. Not until the twentieth century, and

especially after the Second World War, did certain research

universities or elite colleges aspire to a wider role,

either through the adoption of national admissions policies

or through the establishment and expansion of graduate

research and professional education. These policies were not

always appreciated by lay boards, alumni, or in the case of

public universities, state legislatures, whose loyalties and

affections lay with those communities whose essential

support in the last century prevented the emergence of those
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"clearer" lines of demarcation appearing in contemporary

Britain.

The system of higher education in place today in

Britain and the United States emerged after 1860. But by

that date, directions of the two systems were already

visible. In the U.K., a greater interest by Westminster in

higher education was leading to rationalization, policy, and

increasing central control. In the U.S. the role of

Washington was subordinate to state and private initiative.

Federal policy, except in a negative sense, hardly existed;

and when it did emerge after the Civil War, it was

remarkably self-denying, tending to drive authority and

decisions down and away from the Capitol toward state-

houses, institutions, teachers and students. The differences

between the two countries in their policies toward their

colleges and universities have continued to widen and

deepen. It is an open question whether the British

government reforms of the 1980s reversed those long trends.
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